INTRODUCTION.
The advection-diffusion équation :
-u xx + k(uu x -f) = 0, XeU + (0.1) known as steady-state Burgers' équation, is commonly used in many applications, since it describes numerous transport phenomena of interest to engineers and scientists. Even, (0.1) is an elliptic regularization of the hyperbolic Burgers' équation relative to nonlinear évolution transport.
In recent years a considérable number of numerical finite différence and finite element methods have been proposed in this field, particularly when X is large and advection is dominating. We refer for instance to the " upwind " where V and W are two Banach spaces with W c V\ G is a differentiable mapping from U x V into W, T e S?(V' ; V) and T is compact from W into V.
In Section 1 we present some gênerai stability and convergence results relative to the approximation of problem (0.2) by discrete problems which may be written as follows 3) looks to be particularly adapted to describe approximations of problems like (0.2) by pseudo-spectral methods (in [12] , for instance, the authors carry out the analysis of a pseudo-spectral method to approximate the three dimensional, periodie, Navier-Stokes équations). Also 5 (0.3) is the typical form of finite element approximations to (0.2) which make use of numerical intégration. Due to this generality, it is an authors' opinion that Section 1 has an interest in itself, independently of its application to problem (0.1) which is developed in next Sections. Results of Section 1 generalize those by Brezzi, Rappaz and Raviart [4] which are confmed to the case G N = G. Relatively to the nonsingular solutions of (0,2) we pro vide abstract bounds for the error norms || u -u N \\ v
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and II u -u N \\ H9 for any Hilbert space H which contains algebraically and topologically V. In addition we state sufficient conditions to have quadratic convergence of a Newton itérative method to solve (0.3). In Section 2 the Burgers problem (0.1) is written in the form (0.2). Let À be any compact subset of U + and assume that the mapping is continuous for some er ^ 1 (CD is equal to 1 for the Legendre approximation, and co(x) = (1 -% 2 )~1 /2 for the Chebyshev approximation). In Section 3 we establish the following error estimate between u and its pseudo-spectral approximation u N : where e(oy) = 0 for the Chebyshev weight and e(cù) = 1/2 for the Legendre weight.
The estimate (0.4) is established using the abstract results of Section 1. Throughout this paper C will dénote a generic positive constant, independent of the discretization parameter N, not necessarily the same in different contexts. An outline of the paper is a follows : 
ABSTRACT RESULTS : APPROXIMATIONS OF BRANCHES

Approximation in the energy norm.
Let A be a compact interval of the real line, V and W be two Banach spaces, and assume that W is contained into V r (dual space of V) with continuous imbedding. Let T € S(V f ; V) and assume that T is compact from W into V ; fmally, let G : A x V -• W be a C l mapping. We set and we consider the problem find (X, u) e A x F such that
Throughout this section we make the followmg assumption there exists a branch { (X, u(X)), X e A } of non singukr solutions of (1 2), m the sensé that there exists a constant a > 0 such that
) dénotes the Frechet denvative, with respect to w(resp to X) of G(X, u), computed at the point (X 09 u 0 ) ld is the identity operator Let N be a parameter which will tend to mfinity in the applications In order to approximate the branch {(X, u(X)), X e A } we introducé a family { V N } v of finite dimensional subspaces of F, and a family { T N } N of operators belongmg to S£(V , V N ) If not otherwise specified, for any N the space V N is equipped by the norm of F Let us now introducé the mapping F^ A x F-• Fdefmedby
and consider the approximate problem fmd { X, u N } G A x V N such that
The followmg result is due to Brezzi, Rappaz and Raviart (see [4, theorem 6] 
are defined by the récurrence formula
Let us now defme a more gênerai class of problems which approximate (1 2) To this end, let Z be a Banach space such that V N c Z c V, the later imbedding being continuous We assume that there exists a real number r ^ 0 such that VveV N \\v\\ z^C N'\\v\\y (1 9) For any N let G N M x V N -> F' be a mapping, which will " approximate " G in the applications, and define Furthermore we assume that : 
Moreover there exists a positive constant K o independent ofN and X such that
If, in addition, we assume that 
(a is the constant defined by the assumption (Hl)).
Proof : Since À is compact, using (Hl) and the continuity of the operators D u G : A x V -• se\y ; W) and T : W -> V, we get that there exists r| 0 > 0 such that for any w e V which vérifies jj w -u(X,) | K ^ r| 0 it follows Moreover, using the continuity of X -> w(X) we have that there exists M o > 0 such that for any N ^ M o and any X e A we have I n* «(X) -u(X) \\ v < TI 0 .
(1.24)
We use the inequality
Thanks to (1.23) and (1.24) we get
On the other hand, using (1.6), (1.12) for / = 1, and (1.15) it follows that there exists M x > 0 such that for any JV > M\ and any X e A we have 
Now we obtain (1.22) from (i .25), ... (1 28). Now the proof is complete since V N is finite dimensional.
• LEMMA 
(V N is equipped with the norm ofV\ Moreover, there exists an increasing func- 
Using (1 15), (1.6) and (1.12) with / = 1 we get immediately (1 29) Next from (1.12) it follows that
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Applying the mean value theorem to
and usmg (1 9), (1 30) and (1 33) we have
Therefore ( 
( 1 35) Usmg (1 1), (1 2) and (1 10), we have
( 1 36) using (1 6), (1 5) and the differentiabihty of G we obtam
Now (1 17) is a conséquence of (1 35 
(1.44)
Let us examine each term of the right hand side. First, using (1.40) we deduce that there exists a positive constant P such that
(1.45)
Next, thanks to (1.39) and (1.41) we get
where e(iV) tends to 0 with 1/JV. On the other hand, setting u Q {X) = Qu N (X) H-(1 -9) u(X), for any 0 G [0, 1], and for any Xe A, we have
Then by (1 39) and (1 41) ît follows (1 47) In this section X is considered to be fixed We assume that G N A x V N -» F is a C 2 mappmg, and that there exists a positive constant 8 independent of N such that for any X e À || T N Dl G N [X, u N 
There exists a mappmg s R + -* R + such that E(X)/X vanishes when x tends to zero, and for any À, e À, for any t?eV N the followmg estimâtes hold 
Let v° e V N be given and consider the followmg Newton scheme find Proof As X is fixed we shall drop any dependence on it along this proof Duioting by p the minimum between q/2 and a/(4(5 + 2)), from (1 56) 
Finally, by (1.50) and (1.58) ît follows that
and therefore || v" J : -u N \\ v < p. Then all the Newton itérâtes are univocally defmed by (1.55), and, due to (1.59), they converge quadratically to %-D
THE BURGERS' EQUATION : PRELIMINARIES
We dénote by ƒ the interval (-1, 1) and by x the current variable of J. We consider two weight functions : G>(X) = 1 (Legendre weight), and (Chebyshev weight). We make use in this paper of the weighted Sobolev spaces H^I).
They are defined as follows : for s = Ü we set For any real, non intégral s, the space H^{I) is defined by the complex interpolation method (see e.g. [3, Ch. 4] Correspondmgly to Legendre's and Chebyshev's weight oe we set
and we introducé the büinear form c : 2 )" 1/2 , (2.6), (2 7) and (2 8) have been proved m [5] Thanks to this lemma, the norm defined by c (v, v) 112 , Vu G V, is equivalent to || v \\ 1 oe (we note that if ca is not constant c(., .) is not an inner product since it is not symmetrie).
Let us define the hnear operator T : V' -> V by >) = <0,<|>> V<|>G7; (2. 9) we recall that (see [ 
T is continuous from ff o "i(/)' mto F n Hl +s (I). (2.10)
We define also the mapping G:Hx F -> VP^ by where X = 1/s. It can be easily seen that problem (2.3) admits a unique solution. Thus for any compact subset A of U + the branch { { X, u(X)}, X s A } is non singular, i.e. it satisfies condition {Hl). So in this paper A will dénote a generic compact interval of [ R + .
APPROXIMATIONS BY PSEUDO-SPECTRAL METHODS : STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE
Let us dénote by { p n }^= 0 the family of polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to the L^(I) inner product (., .) oe . It is well known (see e.g. [14] ) that if co = 1 we have p n = X n L n9 where X n -((2 n + 1)/2) 1/2 and L" is the n-th degree Legendre polynomial. If oe(x) = (1 - It is easy to check that for any u e C° (7), we have On the other hand, to interpolate before makmg derivatives is one of the features of pseudo-spectral methods smce ît is quite easy to implement successfully this process (see e g [8, 9] ) Fmally, we note that for definmg correctly (3 7), ƒ must be continuous, and for that it is enough to require that f e H^(I\ for some s > -([11, Theorem 2 2]) For ease of exposition only, we shall assume that ƒ belongs to H £(I )
• We want to develop the analysis of the pseudo-spectral problem (3 7) m the abstract framework of Section 1 For that we defïne the operator Usmg (2 9) we get îmmediately
Let us recall the following resuit which holds for both Legendre and Chebyshev weights (see [11] , Theorems 1 1 and 1 4])
Thanks to (3 12 ) and using density arguments we can show that First we assume that <| > e fV(-T) Using ( 3 5) and (3 6) (ni) Now we want to show that the différence between G N and G vanishes when N tends to înfinity For any X e U and v e V N , (2 11) and (3 15) lead to
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Integrating by parts and using (3 16) and (3 18) we get (3 25) where the last ïnequahty is due to the fact that H 1 (1) is an algebra (see [1, Theorem5 23] and [11, Theorem 1 2]) Finally, using (3 24), (3 25) and (3 23) with x = ƒ for any X G IR we obtain that Vu e V N , V4> e7, | < (G -G^) (À, u), (j) ) | ( iv) Smce W is topologically ïmbedded m V , using (2 12) we have that G(X 9 v) belongs to V' for any XeU and any veV N Hence using (3 26) the lemma is proved • Let us go back to problem (3 7) Using (3 6) and mtegrating by parts we have
Then by the définition (3 15), it follows from (3 7) and (3 27) that
we get from (3 9) that the pseudo-spectral problem (3 7) is equivalent to fmding u N E V N such that 
Using (2 14) and (3 11) we have
owing to the uniform continuity of n,y in V (see (3 20) ), to the differentiability of G, to the continuity of T from W into V and to (1 5) we have : Due to (3.13), (3.14), (2.13) and Lemmas (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we can apply Theorem 1.2 with Z = V, Note that the hypothesis (1.9) is trivially satisfied with r = 0. Then by (1.16) we immediately get (3.45). Moreover it follows from (1.17), (3.42) and (3.44) that for any XeA To this and let M > N be an integer and define the discrete inner product (., .)vf «> as m ( 3 2 Define now a new pseudo spectral problem as follows find iï N e V N such that
Here we set, for any X e A, ueFjy and <\> e V
and
We note that problem (3 51) differs from problem (3 29) only for a more précise intégration formula used for the computation of the contributions of/ It is an easy matter to check that the Theorem 3 1 still holds if u N is replaced by iï N and F$ by F N THEOREM 3 2 . Assume thatjor some a > 2, ƒ e H^~2{I) and that the mapping leÀ-> U(X) e V n H^{I) is continuons. Proof : To achieve (3 54) it is sufficient to verify the hypotheses of the Corollary 1 1
For that we set K = F, H = Ll(I) and Y = V'. First, we deduce from (2.11) that
D u G[X, v]w --{vw) x
If v e V and w e H, then vw e if, and by (3 16) we get that
(U)'= Y
This proves (1.39). Next, it is an easy conséquence of (2 10) that (1 48) holds. Then, (1.41) is a simple conséquence of (2 10), (3 11) and (3 12 
